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Abstract

This paper presents the methods and results for the NuSOnG[2] detector
calibration and energy resolution studies using ARIA[5], the Monte Carlo sim-
ulation for NuSOnG. We present calibration and resolution data for π0, γ, e−,
π+, proton, and neutron events.

We also discuss the algorithms used to separate neutrino-electron scattering
events from neutral-current deep-inelastic scattering events, as well as the shower
start and ending algorithms. Using 7 different separation algorithms, we are able
to retain 53 % of electron events with this sample having a 15 % contamination
by hadron events at 100 GeV.

1 The NuSOnG detector

The NuSOnG detector consists of 3000 tons of glass panels which are 5 meters by
5 meters wide, 2.54 cm thick, and divided into 4 sub-detector modules. In-between
each pane of glass will be either proportional tubes, scintillator, or some combination
of the two. This decision is still under investigation. At the end of each module is
a muon spectrometer and in-between each of the modules is a 15-meter long helium
bag (to be used for exotic particle searches).

NuSOnG will be able to take the highest precision measurement of sin2θw from
deep inelastic scattering. NuTeV [6], the highest precision neutrino experiment thus
far, was off by a factor of 3σ from the value predicted by the standard model on this
measurement. By taking more data, NuSOnG will be able to find out if NuTeV’s
measurement was an error, a statistical fluctuation, or new physics. It will also be
able to measure sin2θw using both electron interactions and quark interactions.

NuSOnG will have more statistics than any of its predecessors. It will see around
220 million neutral-current deep-inelastic scattering events, 610 million charged-
current deep-inelastic scattering events, 80,000 electron scattering events, and 700,000
inverse-muon-decay events. These statistics range from 20 to 100 times more data
than similar experiments.
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2 The Simulation

The Monte Carlo simulation, ARIA[5], can simulate neutrino events from the NUANCE[1]
neutrino event generator or can simulate individual particles. Individual particles
were injected into the simulated detector at (x,y,z)=(0,0,404.54) cm, which corre-
sponds to the center of a glass slab. This was done for π0, γ, e−, π+, proton, and
neutron events at various energies for calibration. A sample of 400 events were used
for each particle at each of the reported energies.

A distribution of the number of events with respect to the energy that was mea-
sured by the detector was generated for each true energy (Figure 1). We fit this data
as a Gaussian to determine the mean and width of the distribution.

Figure 1: Distribution of deposited energy for 320 100 GeV π+ events

We are currently investigating whether to use Proportional tubes or Scintillator
in our detector, so this was done for both 2-cm wide by 1-cm thick Proportional tubes
surrounded by 1 mm copper on each side, and 1-cm thick scintillator.

The energy resolution is determined by the information from the previous his-
togram. The plot of sigma/mean vs true energy for various true energies (Figure 2)
is fit as p1√

Energy
+ p0.

3 Calibration and Energy Resolution

In order to calibrate the detector, we compare the mean of the deposited energy
for the events generated at a particular true energy to the energy at which they
were generated (Figure 3). The π+ plot represents hadronic showers and the π0 plot
represents electromagnetic showers because a π0 quickly decays into two photons:
π0 → γγ. Since the slopes are similar, we will be able to use the same calibration
constant for different types of events. We are not yet using digitization for calibration.
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Figure 2: This is an example of a resolution plot generated for π+ using proportional
tubes. It is fit to p1√

Energy
+ p0. Data points ranging from 1 GeV to 300 GeV were

included in the fit.

Figure 3: The mean of the deposited energy vs true energy distribution (Figure 1)
for each true energy is plotted here for π+ (left) and π0 (right) and fit to p1x + p0.
The
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We define digitization as the process of modifying energy deposits registered by Monte
Carlo according to detector and electronics effects. At present, digitization has not
been modeled in our Monte Carlo.

We obtain better energy resolutions than the Charm II detector[3]. The electro-
magnetic energy resolution of the Charm II detector was 0.23

√
GeV . Our electro-

magnetic energy resolution is 0.20 ± 0.01
√

GeV for proportional tube and 0.063 ±
0.002

√
GeV for scintillator (Table 1). The scintillator has better energy resolution

than the proportional tubes. However, if the detector was made solely out of scintilla-
tor, there would be poor position resolution. This would make some of the algorithms
discussed later difficult to implement.

Table 1: This table shows energy resolution and calibration information for elec-
tromagnetic showers and hadronic showers for both the proportional tube and the
scintillator. The p1 and p0 terms come from the fit p1/sqrt(Energy) + p0.

4 Hadron vs Electron Event Separation

In order to study neutrino-electron scattering events (νµ + e− → νµ + e−) (Figure
4) we have to subtract out the background of the neutral-current hadron events
(νµ + q → νµ + X), which are about 2000 times more likely to occur. On average,
electron showers tend to be shorter, narrower, and peak earlier than hadron showers
(Figure 5). These event separation-studies were done for a detector whose active
detector layers were made out of proportional tubes.

4.1 Cuts

In order to separate these events, we implement 7 different cuts. 3 of these cuts have
to do with the longitudinal profiles of the showers and 4 of the cuts have to do with
the transverse positions and widths of the energies in each plane of a shower.
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Figure 4: Feynman diagrams showing neutral-current deep-inelastic scattering events
(left) and neutral-current electron scattering (right).

Figure 5: An averaged π+ shower profile (left) and electron profile (right).
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Figure 6: The number of events at different values for each of the longitudinal cut
parameters, shown for 100 GeV events. The vertical blue line indicates where the cut
was made.

1. We first make a cut on the length of the shower. Significantly more hadrons
have showers that range above 100 planes than electrons (Figure 6), so we cut
out any events with showers that span for more than 100 planes. At 100 GeV,
this excludes 70% of hadron events and 10% of electron events. Each plane of
glass is 2.54 cm and represents 1

4 of a radiation length.

2. We then look at the relationship between the energy deposited in the first 10
planes and the energy in the whole shower. This was the algorithm used in the
NuTeV [4] experiment. Using this ratio, we can cut out more events.

3. We can cut out a few more by finding the plane in a shower with the most energy
and adding up the energy within 10 planes on either side of this maximum and
comparing it to the total energy of the shower. We expect the electron showers
to have a larger ratio of these planes around the maximum to the total shower
energy because electron showers are narrower, hence a greater percentage of
their energy should be around the peak.

We also make cuts based on the transverse width of the energy deposited in each
plane (Figure 7). This width is the sigma associated with the energy-weighted average
transverse position of the energy deposited in the plane. Hadron showers tend to be
wider than electron showers in the transverse plane.

4. If the sum of the widths of all of the planes in the shower is above an energy-
dependant value, we cut out the event because it is more likely to be a hadron
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shower.

5. We are also looking at the sum of the widths in the first 7 planes of the shower.
Hadron showers tend to start off with more particles and at higher angles than
electron showers, causing their widths to be larger at the beginning. This still
tends to be the case even if they do not have a sufficiently large sum of all of
the plane widths to be caught by the previous cut. This is our strongest cut.

6. Hadron events also tend to have a greater spread of widths. The difference
in width from one plane to the next is much greater than for electrons, where
the width in one plane is likely to be similar to the widths of the surrounding
planes. Because of this, we can make another cut by summing the intervals
between the widths.

7. We are also cutting out events if they show any signs of backscatter. We
determine if an event has backscatter in the same way as described when we
discuss the shower start algorithm.

Figure 7: the number of events at different values for each of the transverse cut
parameters, shown for 100 GeV. The solid line indicates where the cut was made.

Some of these cuts are energy-dependent. The energy-dependent cuts will be
extrapolated for a spectrum of energies. Table 2 shows the values of our cuts for 25,
100, and 200 GeV. This energy refers to the total generated energy of the shower,
excluding the energy of the outgoing neutrino.
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Figure 8: These are the energy and width distributions for the first 3 events in the
sample of electrons and the first 3 events from the sample of hadrons. Some of the
attributes that were used to create the cuts can be seen.
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Table 2: The values of the different cuts for events selected at 3 different energies.

4.2 Defining the beginning and end of a shower

In order to implement these algorithms, we need to know exactly where the showers
start. We start by defining the beginning of a shower to be where there are 2 consec-
utive planes with 5 MIPs of energy or greater. A MIP (Minimum Ionizing Particle)
is the amount of energy that a single charged particle will deposit in a plane. It the
range of particle energies relevant to this experiment, this number is nearly constant
and does not depend on the energy of the particle[2]. We then go backwards from
this point to check for backscattering by fitting the data to a straight line. If a plane
has an energy deposit that is most probably not due to a backscattered particle, as
discussed below, we include it as part of the shower. The reason for this is that there
are often one or a few low energy particles which formed at the event vertex but
haven’t yet showered with sufficient energy to be picked up as the beginning of an
event.

We consider a particle to be backscatter if it is farther than twice the cell width of
proportional tube (2 cm) from the straight line fit, or if the transverse energy width
of the plane is larger than twice the cell width. In either of these cases, the energy
deposit is much less likely to be caused by low energy particles that came from the
event vertex nut have not yet showered. At any sign of a backscattered particle, we
define our event vertex to be the last particle that met our requirement.

5 Results

Using the cuts, we retain electrons at a rate of 53 % for 100 GeV and we retain
hadrons at a rate of .0035 %. This means that out of the 7.5 × 104 electron events
NuSOnG will detect, we will identify 4×104 as electron events and we will improperly
identify 7× 103 out of the 2× 108 hadron events as electron events. This gives us a
contamination of 15%. Table 3 shows the outcome of the cuts for 25, 100, and 200
GeV.

The longitudinal component of the event separation cuts would not be sufficient
for efficient separation (though it eliminates over 90 % of the hadron interactions,
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Table 3: The results of the different cuts applied to the sample.

there would still be over 300 times more hadron events than electron events after
the cuts). We would not be able to distinguish these events without the transverse
distribution information, which requires position resolution. Since proportional tubes
have this position resolution and scintillator does not, this suggests that a detector
made exclusively of scintillator would make it difficult to do work with neutrino-
electron scattering events.
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